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In this seminar, we will examine how social scientists have adopted and/or interrogated a number of
concepts relating to contemporary global environmental change. Among these, the recent explosion
of critical social science literature on “the Anthropocene” is the most prominent example of crossdisciplinary borrowing; further concepts such as resilience, adaptation, and attribution are now
keywords in the lexicons of political ecology and cognate fields.
In Keywords, A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, Marxists cultural critic Raymond Williams
(1976/1983) worked through many dozens of English terms, from “Bureaucracy” to “Democracy” to
“Nature” to “Western”, which despite multiple and divergent meanings, had become shared “in
descriptions of wider areas of thought and experience” in the post-War period (14). They formed a
general vocabulary: a shared body of words and meanings that were developing, overlapping,
contradictory, qualified, and changing in the course of general societal discussion.
This process of assimilation, qualification, and transformation of vocabulary certainly characterizes
the proliferation of scholarship on the “Anthropocene” since the coining of the term over 15 years
ago. There are dozens of other related terms that, though they are commonly invoked in the lingua
franca of scholars studying socioecological dimensions of global environmental change, carry a great
number of meanings and interpretations reflecting “different immediate values or different kinds of
valuation” (Williams, 1983, p 11). Our goal, then, is to compose a set of “Keywords” for the
Anthropocene delineating and contextualizing concepts relevant to our own work.

The seminar is oriented around three questions: How has critical social science deepened and
complicated biophysically-based understandings of these terms? Conversely, how might discussions
in the social sciences and environmental humanities benefit from more carefully engaging with the
biophysical specifics of these concepts? Finally, what does acknowledging the Anthropocene mean
for the practice of both social and physical science going forward? Though the majority of readings
– articles and monographs – are drawn from social science (with an emphasis on geography), we will
also grapple with a significant number of texts from biophysical sciences. Please be flexible to read
and discuss beyond your disciplinary comfort zones.
Learning objectives: By the end of the course, you will be able to articulate a number of key debates
around the origins, scale, and terminology of the Anthropocene, and to position your own research
in relation to ongoing academic conversations about human transformation of the global
environment.
Course Assessment:
(1) participation and preparation, including leading one class discussion (35%)
(2) Five reading responses [beginning Week 2] (25%)
(3) Three Keywords posts and final written work (40%)
Participation and preparation (35%)
This is a collective endeavor in which we will all try on new ideas for size and attempt to connect and
assimilate these concepts into the diverse intellectual conversations in which we are involved. This
means you should come not only having read each text, but also having read and reflected on the
reading responses of your colleagues.
Each student is responsible for leading class discussion for one course meeting between Weeks 2-9,
meaning she or he provides an orientation to the authors and texts (including the supplementary text)
for the week, how they might speak to one another, and lays out a set of animating questions to guide
discussion. These questions should be developed based on both the written responses of your
colleagues and your own interests and interpretation of the texts. The student moderates discussion
for the first hour of class. If you wish to arrange to co-lead with another student, you will need to select
two weeks instead of one.
Reading responses (25%)
Beginning in Week 2, each student will compose and circulate a short response to the week’s
readings. Each response should be ~400-500 words. In weeks in which we read several articles, your
response should substantively engage with at least two of the week’s texts. In the weeks in which we
read monographs, responding to the book is sufficient. Your piece should (i) briefly summarize and
situate the central arguments of the authors, (ii) for articles, consider how the pieces can speak to one
another, and (iii) draw out particular elements that interest or puzzle you, relating them to larger
empirical or theoretical questions; exploring assumptions or omissions; and/or connecting them to
your own research interests. Responses must be posted to the course site by the Monday before
class by 17:00. Adhering to this submission timeframe is essential in order to give the presenter and
your other colleagues sufficient time to read the responses before class on Tuesday. You do not need
to submit a reading response in the week that you lead discussion, nor in the 3 weeks that you post
Keyword entries. This means you will submit a total of 5 responses.
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Keyword entries and final written work (40%)
Too often, the work and reflection of reading in a graduate seminar stays within the bounds of the
responses and seminar papers that we write for the extremely tiny audience of seminar co-participants.
This set of assignments seeks to make public part of our seminar conversation in order to create a
“live” working set of terms with which we – and other interested scholars – can engage.

To build this working vocabulary, each student will generate three modest pieces of writing (1,0002,000 words each) over the course of the quarter that initiate or intervene in conversations around
terms that function as “keywords” in the Anthropocene. You will all be made co-editors of the course
blog and post your contributions on a word of your choice at any time in Weeks 3-4 (Keyword 1), Weeks
5-6 (Keyword 2), and Weeks 7-8 (Keyword 3). Each student will also post a short constructive comment
(150 words or less) on three Keyword entries of your colleagues over the course of the quarter. Ideally,
each student will select a different word to increase the breadth of collective coverage, but entries from
several students on the same word with substantively different framings or literatures are also
productive and acceptable. We will do “light-touch” organization/division of labor on word choices
and commentary assignments as the term proceeds. I will make personal comments on your Keyword
entries that I ask you to incorporate in your revision of the final written work.
The final assignment is a rigorous revision of these Keywords entries into a review article, intervention
piece, thesis chapter, or other format appropriate to your academic needs. Length will vary, but should
be roughly 6,000-8,000 words. You should discuss your plan for the form and content of your final
piece with me in office hours by no later than week 5.
Required Texts:

Dempsey, J. 2016 Enterprising Nature: Economics, markets and finance in global biodiversity politics.
Wiley-Blackwell.
Tsing, A. 2015 The Mushroom at the End of the World: On the possibility of life in capitalist ruins.
Princeton University Press.
Hamilton, C., Gemenne, F., Bonneuil, C. (eds) 2015 The Anthropocene and the Global Environmental
Crisis: Rethinking modernity in a new epoch. Routledge. *Recommended (we will read ~4 chapters and
this is not available through UO library)*
Please note: The majority of course readings are articles for which I will post the link on the course
website. I ask you to download these individually through the UO network/VPN in order to more
accurately reflect journal usage to our library, which keeps track of downloads. Budgeting and journal
cut decisions are made based on these numbers, so it is strategically important that we demonstrate
the true magnitude of use. We will make scans of book chapters available through the course website.
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Course Outline:
Week 1. Definitions (27 Sept)
Week 2. Beginnings (4 Oct)
Week 3: Capital and History (11 Oct)
Week 4: Governance and the post-political (18 Oct)
Week 5: Markets and ecosystem services (25 Oct)
Week 6: Resilience (1 Nov)
Week 7: Vulnerability, Risk, and Adaptation (Reschedule due to research travel)
Week 8: Multi-species assemblages and novel ecosystems (15 Nov)
Week 9: Rewilding and experiments (22 Nov)
Week 10: Futures (29 Nov)
Detailed Course Schedule:
All readings listed in main text are required. Supplementary/optional material is footnoted. The
readings may be revised as the course goes on to reflect the interests and needs of the group.
Week 1. Definitions (27 September)
Steffen W Crutzen P J and McNeill J R (2007) “The Anthropocene: Are humans now overwhelming the
great forces of nature?” Ambio 36(8) 614–621.
Williams, Raymond (1986) “Introduction” and “Nature” in Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society,
2nd Ed. Oxford University Press. (11-26, 219-224)
Castree, Noel (2014) “The Anthropocene and Geography I: The Back Story” Geography Compass, Vol.
8(7) 436-449.
Showstack, R. (2016), Scientific study group favors recognizing human-influenced epoch, Eos, 97, 01
September. https://eos.org/articles/scientific-study-group-favors-recognizing-human-influenced-epoch#

Week 2. Beginnings 2 (4 October)
Veland, Siri and Lynch, Amanda (2016) “Scaling the Anthropocene: How the stories we tell matter”
Geoforum 72: 1-5.
Waters, C. et al, (2016). The Anthropocene is functionally and stratigraphically distinct from the
Holocene. Science 351 (6269) http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aad2622.
Ruddiman, William et al. (2015). Defining the epoch we live in. Science 348 (6230), 38–39.
+Comments: Certini and Scalenghe “Holocene as Anthropocene”, Lewis and Maslin, “Geological

2

Week 2: Lewis, Simon & Maslin, Mark (2015) ‘Defining the Anthropocene.’ Nature, 12th March. 171–180
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evidence for the Anthropocene”, + Ruddiman “Geological evidence for the Anthropocene –
Response” All in Science 349 (6245) 246-247
Bonneuil, Christophe (2015) “The Geological Turn: Narratives of the Anthropocene” in Hamilton et al. The
Anthropocene and the Global Environmental Crisis
Week 3: History and Capital 3 (11 Oct)
Chakrabarty, Dipesh (2015) “The Anthropocene and the Convergence of Histories” in Hamilton et al. The
Anthropocene and the Global Environmental Crisis
Malm, Andreas and Hornborg, Alf (2014) The geology of mankind? A critique of the Anthropocene
narrative The Anthropocene Review 1(1) 62–9
Moore, Jason (2015) Ch 7 “Anthropocene or Capitalocene? On the nature and origins of our ecological
crisis” and “Conclusion: The End of Cheap Nature? The world-ecological limit of capital is capital itself”,
Capitalism in the Web of Life, Verso.

Week 4: Governance and the post-political 4 (18 Oct)
Biermann, Frank (2014) ‘The Anthropocene: A Governance Perspective.’ The Anthropocene Review, Vol.
1:1. 57–61
Swyngedouw, Erik (2010) ‘Apocalypse Forever? Post-Political Populism and the Spectre of Climate
Change.’ Theory, Culture, Society, 27:2-3. 213- 232
Dalby, Simon, 2013. The geopolitics of climate change. Political Geography, 37, pp.38-47.
Schroeder, Heike (2014) “Governing Access and Allocation in the Anthropocene” Global Environmental
Change 26: A1—A3.
Week 5: Markets and ecosystem services 5 (25 Oct)
Dempsey, Jessica (2016) Enterprising Nature: Economics, markets and finance in global biodiversity
politics. Wiley-Blackwell.

Week 3: Chakrabarty, Dipesh 2009 “The climate of history: 4 theses” Critical Inquiry 35: 197-222.
Week 4: Swyngedouw E 2014 Anthropocenic promises: The end of nature, climate change and the process of
post-politicization, Lecture 5 February 2015, Humbolt University Berlin
Lecture: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yz2UQrKcwJ8&feature=youtu.be
Slides: http://www.bristol.ac.uk/cabot/media/presentations/anthropocene/erikswyngedouw.pdf
5
Week 5: Beymer-Farris, Betsy and Bassett, Tom, (2012). The REDD menace: Resurgent protectionism in
Tanzania's mangrove forests. Global Environmental Change, 22(2), pp.332-341.
3

4
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Week 6: Resilience 6 (1 Nov)
Folke, C., S. R. Carpenter, B. Walker, M. Scheffer, T. Chapin, and J. Rockström (2010) Resilience thinking:
integrating resilience, adaptability and transformability. Ecology and Society 15 (4): 20.
Walker, Jeremy and Cooper, Melinda (2011) Genealogies of resilience: from ecology to political economy
of crisis adaptation. Security Dialogue 42(2): 143–160
Simon, Stephanie, and Samuel Randalls (2016) Geography, ontological politics and the resilient future.
Dialogues in Human Geography 6.1: 3-18.
Week 7: Vulnerability, Risk, and Adaptation 7 (Reschedule due to research travel)
Ribot, Jessie (2014) Cause and response: Vulnerability and climate in the Anthropocene. Journal of
Peasant Studies, 41(5), 667– 705. doi:10.1080/03066150.2014.694911
Gemmene, François (2015) The Anthropocene and its victims, in Hamilton et al. The Anthropocene and
the Global Environmental Crisis, p 168-173
O’Brien, Karen (2012) Global environmental change II: From adaptation to deliberate transformation.
Progress in Human Geography, 36(5), 667–676.
Derickson, Kate Driscoll and MacKinnon, Danny (2015) Toward an interim politics of resourcefulness for
the Anthropocene. Annals of the Association of American Geographers 105(2): 304–312

Week 8: Multi-species assemblages and novel ecosystems 8 (15 Nov)
Tsing, Anna (2015) The Mushroom at the End of the World: On the possibility of life in capitalist ruins.
Princeton University Press
Williams, John, Stephen Jackson, and John Kutzbach (2007) Projected distributions of novel and
disappearing climates by 2100 AD. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 104.14 (2007):
5738-5742.

Week 6: MacKinnon, Danny and Derickson, Kate Driscoll (2012) From resilience to resourcefulness: a critique
of resilience policy and activism. Progress in Human Geography 37(2): 253–270.
7
Week 7: Wrathall, David et al (2014). Migration amidst climate rigidity traps: resource politics and social–
ecological possibilism in Honduras and Peru. Annals of the Association of American Geographers, 104(2), 292304.
8
Week 8: Seastedt TR, Hobbs RJ and Suding KN (2008) Management of novel ecosystems: Are novel
approaches required? Frontiers in Ecology and Environment 6: 547–553.
6
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Week 9: Rewilding and experiments 9 (22 Nov)
Lorimer Jamie and Clemens Driessen C (2013) Wild experiments at the Oostvaardersplassen: Rethinking
environmentalism in the Anthropocene. Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers. doi:
10.1111/tran.12030.
Robbins, Paul and Moore, Sarah (2012) Ecological anxiety disorder: Diagnosing the politics of the
Anthropocene. Cultural Geographies 20: 3–19
Morelli TL, Daly C, Dobrowski SZ, Dulen DM, Ebersole JL, Jackson ST, et al. (2016) Managing Climate
Change Refugia for Climate Adaptation. PLoS ONE 11(8): e0159909. doi:10.1371/journal. pone.0159909
Week 10: Futures10 (29 Nov)
Johnson, Nathaniel (2014) Interview with Andy Revkin and Clive Hamilton, “Is the Anthropocene a World
of Hope or a World of Hurt?’ Grist, 7th July 2014.
http://grist.org/climate-energy/is-the-anthropocene-a-world-of-hope-or-a-world-of-hurt/

Monbiot, George (2014) “Saving the world should be based on promise, not fear” The Guardian 16 June.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jun/16/saving-the-world-promise-not-fear-nature-environmentalism

Collard, Rosemary, Dempsey, Jessica, and Sundberg, Juanita (2015) “A manifesto for abundant futures”
Annals of the Association of American Geographers, 105(2) 2015, pp. 322–330
Kirksey, Eben, Shapiro, Nicholas, & Brodine, Maria (2013) Hope in blasted landscapes. Social Science
Information, 52(2), 228-256.
Gibson-Graham, J.K (2011) ‘A feminist project of belonging for the Anthropocene’. Gender, Place,
Culture, 18:1. 1-21

Final papers due: 17:00 Thursday 8 December, by email

Week 9: Braun, Bruce (2015) “From critique to experiment? Rethinking political ecology for the
Anthropocene” Routledge Handbook of Political Ecology, T. Perrault, G. Bridge and J. McCarthy, eds. London:
Routledge.
10
Week 10: Haraway, Donna (2015) Anthropocene, Capitalocene, Plantationocene, Chthulucene: Making Kin.
Environmental Humanities 6(1):159-165; Scranton, Roy (2015) Learning to Die in the Anthropocene:
Reflections on the End of a Civilization Introduction, pp 13-27
9
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